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NEWSLETTER JANUARY 2022
We hope you welcomed the New year with lots of joy. We know that

things are different and not everything is as we imagine but the New

year means new fresh starts full of hopes and opportunities. What we

can say for sure is that we are fully prepared for new experiences,

friendships and adventures.

Let us wish you safe, healthy, prosperous and wonderful year 2022!

NEW BEGINNINGS

Kids celebrated the new year with a great style. They were working on their lanterns all

week, so they could take them to a lantern parade. Then, each class chose a very special

spot where they said their resolutions for the upcoming year and wishes for friends. It was

a magical moment for all hoping for wishes to come true.



TEACHERS´ INQUIRY

What do you wish for new year?

Peter (KOL): I wish we all finally would live as we want to.

Julka (HP): I decided to be more kind to everybody around me including myself.  I

will laugh more and enjoy every small thing which appears. I decided that I will be

happy. ѮѯѰѱ

Jude (HP): I wish to live in the moment more and find time to “stop and smell the

roses”

Radka (MD): I wish people will become people again in a sense of helping each

other and being nice to each other again. No anger and hatred. Simply politeness

and love (which sounds cheesy, but I mean it ежзий)

Bibi (MD): I wish to live every single day to the fullest.



Katka (SM): I sincerely wish that this year we can finally look at the map of Slovakia

and just like in the past, see these colours: blue for rivers, brown for mountains and

green for beautiful meadows!

Petra (SM): I wish for all of us to be happy and healthy.

MUSIC ALL AROUND

This topic was exactly what we needed to start a new year with joy and fun, transforming

our energy, enthusiasm and creativity into something beautiful to share and adore our

talents.  



EXTRA CURRICULUM: AFTERNOON CLUBS

Starting a new year, every month, we will be bring you more information and details about

a different set of our extracurricular activities. This time we take a look at the afternoon

clubs.



WINTER FUN

The original plan was to sledge on the snow. After all, we stuck to plan B, tough, which was

however no less fun, indeed. Some of us took a hike, some of us collected twigs and

leaves to set the fire, and some of us just enjoyed the woods in winter atmosphere.

Are you interested to know more about extra curricular activities?
Click here and check our AFTERNOON CLUBS!

OUR AFTERNOON CLUBS



WE SPY



What did you get for Christmas?

NURSERY

Maxík S. (HP Penguins): Mercedes.

Amálka (HP Llamas): Baby shark.

Linda (KOL Koalas): I got balloons with hearts.

Elinka (MD Alpacas): A bábätko baby Lucinka bábiku.

RECEPTION

Mila (MD Dragonflies): From Santa I got a big piano with mic. A pink one. It´s real.

Luisa (MD Dragonflies): Under Christmas tree was lot of poke cards aand a doll

and Branko´s guitar.

Amálka (HP Flamingos): I got ninjas. They are like robots.

Mark (KOL Kiwis): Kitchen and star projector, which shows galaxies and stars.

Y1

Emmka (MD Butterflies): I got a school bag. And Yakari toys. That´s some boy and

girl Indians and some big bird and the horse and then the bear.

Elenka (HP Pufferfish): I did get for Christmas a unicorn in the egg and also I did

get a doll what can also drink and when water go to the belly and then he can pee

the water.

Hugo (HP Raccoons): Lego submarine and even with two scuba divers and

superhero lego with my brother.

Lily (KOL Orcas): I did get the new plastic bottle with elephants which I can take for

the trips.

Tami (KOL Orcas): I did get a big marble maze which I love.

EVERYDAY LIFE



Are you interested what was special in our classes? Click here and
read about our class projects and activities we´ve been working on.

OUR ART GALLERY

OUR CLASS PROJECTS



LATEST NEWS

Here it comes! Our Y1 classes took

their psychological school readiness tests at the

end of the month. Children got screened by an

external psychologist to get a brief check where they

stand and what areas they need to extend to get

ready for school in September.

Over more, in January, we welcomed our

colleagues from Cambridge

International School for school assessment

afternoon. It was a great opportunity to check how

well children can read, write or count. We are proud

of all of our Owls, Orcas, Butterflies, Pufferfish and

Raccoons. Great job guys!

We have another NEW Funiversity member. This

time it is a little Teodor, a baby of our Ms Veve from

Mlynska Dolina. 

Congratulations from all of us :)

WHAT´S NEW IN OUR SCHOOL... in January

Starting a new year, we would like to

bring you every month some interesting

news from our Cambridge school.

January highlight was for most of the

students fabulous ski trip in Jasná.

Plenty of snow, amazing weather and a

bit of freedom... 

If you want to find out more about our

school, check

www.cambridgeschool.eu
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